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L Answer the following questions I *g = g

(a) 'A half-subtractor can perform product of two binary bits'- state true or false.

(b) 'Magnitude comparator is a sequential circuit' - state true or farse.

(c) 'The primary job of any microprocessor is to ..,...,......
Fill in the blanks.

(d) Identify the addressing mode :

,MOV A, B'

(e) In a DMA, the data transfer takes place between which type of components?

(0 Refresh circuitry is required in which type of memory?

(g) Why cache memory is used in computer system?

(h) Stack pointer is an example of which type of registrar?
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2. Answerthefollowingquestions ZxB: 16

(a) How many bits can add by a full adder and mention the name of the output.
(b) If a.decoder has 6 input lines how many output lines it can have?

(c) Mention the name of any two brdnch instruction.

(d) What is the function of an assembler?

G) What do you mean by anl/Ointerface?

(0 What is'bit ratio'in terms of cache memory?

G) What is the basic function ofgeneral purpose registers found inside a CPU?

(h) What is the function of 'Program counter'?
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4x5 :20
3 . Answer any five questions from the following

(a) What is a magnitude comparator? Differentiate between a combinational circuit and a sequential

circuit.

(b) Draw the diagram of a static RAM cell.

(c) Write down the basic difference between programmed VO and interrupt driven I/O.

(d) Explain the term 'Locality of reference'. What are its two types? Explain.

(e) Explain the following term :

Track, Sector and Cylinders. :'

(D Differentiate between a pipelined computer and a non-pipelined computer. r'

(g) Draw the block diagram of Control Unit and just mention the function of each component
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4. Answeranytwoquestionsfromthefollowing 8x2 = 16

(a) Explain the different instruction formats of8085 with example.

(b) t#hat is the use of virtual memory? Differpntiate between logical address and physical address.

What is paging?

(c) What is RAID? Namsthe different RAID levels and discuss their functions.
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5. Answer any two questions from the following l0x2 - 20

(a) What do you mean by a multiplexer? How is it differqrt from a demultiplexer? Draw suitable diagram

to explain the working of a 8- to- I multiplexer'

(b) What is addressing mode? What addressing modes are supported in the CPU you have studied?

Give syntax ard gate their use with one example each.

(c) What is the significance of pipelining? Dsucss it. Wtrat is pipeline hazard? Write merits and demerits

ofpipelining.
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